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This paper describes a portion of the analyses performed by TRW 
Systems under a contract for development of a second-generation sur
veillance methodology for use in a computerized system. The second
generation methodology, for use in the 1970's, provides more detailed 
and accurate information than the first-generation systems installed in 
Toronto and Wichita Falls. A primary function of a surveillance system 
is to evaluate the performance of the traffic system. Therefore, the 
first step in the development of a surveillance methodology is the defini
tion of system objectives and related measures of effectiveness (MOE). 
This task is the subject of this paper. A review of literature concerned 
with MOE and computerized surveillance and control was performed; 
only the resulting list of MOE is presented in this paper. System ob
jectives of maximization of the amount of service and maximization of 
the quality of service were identified, where the quality of service in
cludes the smoothness of flow. A list of MOE evaluation criteria was 
compiled and used to systematically reduce a candidate set of approxi
mately 40 MOE encountered in the literature to the following 3 recom
mended MOE: travel time, service rate (also called total travel) com
puted as the product of volume and link length, and ratio of effective to 
spot kinetic energies. Energy ratio was not encountered in the literature, 
but was developed during the study as a readily obtainable measure for 
flow smoothness. The traffic parameters required to compute these 
MOE are specified. Presentation of data and its use for control are also 
considered. 

•THE URBAN TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM (UTCS) of the 1970's will be burdened with 
increasing ciemanU:s .Lui· iuu.rt: t:.l.lt::~l.iv~ ~i ct.;fic cu1Lt:a.-ul. Iu v~\:!~~ t~ ~G=: :.::::~=:.t:!~" 
evaluate the effectiveness of improved control, a second-generation surveillance meth
odology must be developed. The methodology specifies the procedures for automatically 
collecting traffic data in an urban network, transmitting it to a central digital computer, 
and processing it for system evaluation purposes. 

The dual functions of a surveillance system are to evaluate the performance of the 
traffic system and to supply accurate data for system control. An initial phase in de
veloping the second-generation surveillance methodology is the selection of appropriate 
measures of effectiveness (MOE) with which to satisfy the dual surveillance functions. 
This selection is the subject of this paper. 

The first step in the effort was a review of the following subjects: existing and 
planned computerized surveillance and control systems, surveillance and measurement 
techniques, and measures of effectiveness. The bibliograpJ1y and results of the r eview 
may be found in other reports (!., ~ and are not duplicated in this paper. 

The next step was the definition of the objectives of a traffic conb·ol system and es
tablishing criteria with which to evaluate MOE. By testing the various measures of 
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effectiveness with respect to the objectives and criteria, the large set of candidate MOE 
were reduced to the recommended set of a few MOE. The traffic parameter measure
ments required to compute the recommended measures then were determined. The 
equally important factors of presentation of data and its use for control purposes also 
were considered. Another report (~ provides additional details not found in this paper. 

TRAFFIC OBJECTIVES AND CANDIDATE MOE 

The general objective of an urban traffic control system is to utilize the existing 
street system most effectively. The primary function of a city's streets is to provide 
for the safe and efficient movement of persons and goods. These statements are quali
tative and must be related to quantitative criteria that are capable of being measured 
and optimized in a real-time computer-controlled traffic system. For example, "safe 
movement" implies minimum accidents where accidents, in many urban cases, are re
lated to the jerkiness of flow (quality of service). Similarly, "efficient movement" can 
imply maximum flow or speed, minimum delay or fuel consumption, or some nonre
dundant combination (amount of service and cost). From this discussion, 3 objectives 
can be defined that represent differing viewpoints on what constitutes effective street 
system utilization. They are maximization of service, optimization of quality of ser
vice, and minimization of cost. The first 2 objectives are the more basic. MOE as
sociated with them can be converted into an economic measure by applying appropriate 
cost factors. 

Objective 1 corresponds to maximizing the traffic movement (i. e., amount of traffic 
moved or speed). Objective 2 is somewhat more complex in that both the traffic move
ment and the smoothness of the flow must be considered. Very few of the MOE encoun
tered in the literature attacked this objective directly. Objectives 1 and 2 can be 
expressed in terms of the following 2 functional objectives: maximization of traffic 
movement and maximization of flow smoothness. 

It was convenient to classify the MOE encountered in the literature according to func
tional objective with categories under each. Table 1 gives the list of candidate MOE. 
The empirical indexes of Greenshields and Platt appear twice because they attempt to 
combine both functional objectives (i.e., optimize the "quality" of service). An MOE 
not found in the literature, the energy efficiency (ratio of effective to free-flow kinetic 
energy), is included in the flow smoothness group. 

MOE EVALUATION CRITERIA AND EVALUATION 

In order to systematically reduce the set of candidate MOE to the much smaller set 
of recommended MOE, evaluation criteria must be established and applied to the candi
dates. Figure 1 shows a conceptual representation of the approach for accomplishing 
the reduction. For the purposes of this study, typical evaluation criteria are relevance 
to system under consideration, ability to quantify relationships, practicability of mea
surements and/or computations, ease of establishing a reference optimum, sensitivity 
and validity of indications, and redundancy and/or equivalence. Some MOE can be elim
inated on the basis of a single evaluation criterion, while others are eliminated through 
a combination of criteria. 

Relevance to System Under Consideration 

There are 3 general groupings of MOE for applicability to system evaluation. The 
groupings refer to MOE that are applicable to system element, but not to total system; 
both element and system; and total system, but not to element. The middle group con
tains the majority of MOE. 

For a general urban network, several MOE are too specialized to indicate effective
ness under varying conditions. These can be eliminated as system MOE, although a 
few may be useful on the microscopic level. These MOE include main or side street 
delay, mean speed on slowest link, minimum individual speed on slowest link, maxi
mum individual delay in queue per intersection, mean queue per intersection, maximum 
queue length per intersection, and maximum individual travel time. 
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TABLE 1 

CANDIDATE MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 

Functional 
Objective 

Traffic movement 

Flow smoothness 

Category 

Delay 

Stopped/queued 

Travel time 

Speed 

Volume (flow) 
System occupancy 
Rothrock and 

Keefer's con
gestion index 

Density 
o .. -n~~~ ........ ,. ... ... ... , ............... """ 

Greenband width 
Cycle failure 
Kinetic energy 
Greenshields' indexa 
Platt's indexa 

Acceleration noise 

Mean velocity gradient 
Energy efficiency 

Greenshields' indexa 
Platt's indexa 

Characteristic 

Total in system 
Mean in system 
Aggregate individual in system 
Aggregate individual in queue 
Main street 
Side street 
Mean in worst link 
Mean in queue in worst link 
Maximum in queue in worst link 
Proportion delayed at worst inter-

section 
Delay rate 

Total queue in system 
Mean queue in system 
Mean queue at worst intersection 
Maximum queue at worst inter-

section 
Proportion stopped 

Total in system 
Mean in system 
Mean individual through system 
Maximum individual through 

system 
Mean on slowest link 
Maximum on slowest link 

Overall mean in system 
Individual mean through system 
Individual minimum through 

system 
Mean on slowest link 
Minimum on slowest link 
Spot speed 

Vehicles/unit time 
Sensor on-time/total time 
Actual occupancy/optimum 

occupancy 

Vehicles/unit length 
TGt~l t!":'.!":d, ":c!!icle-!:!ile!!./ 

hour 

Standard deviation of ac
celeration 

aa z [ * ! a'dt r 
aa/mean speed 
Ratio of effective kinetic 

energy to measured (free
flow) kinetic energy 

alncluded in both objectives because they attempt to combine both objectives . 



The Set of Candidate 
Measures of Effectiveness 

Figure 1. Feasibility classification of measures of effectiveness. 

Ability to Quantify Relationships 
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Certain qualitative measures (e.g., congestion) elude numerical representation, but 
all of the MOE listed can be expressed quantitatively. However, accuracies are related 
to difficulty of measurement, computation, and/or estimation. 

Practicability of Measurements and/or Computations 

The least desirable MOE are those that cannot be measured or accurately estimated 
automatically. A major restriction is that data collected via roadway instrumentation 
are applicable only on a block-by-block basis; it is not feasible to track uninstrumented 
vehicles through the complete system. On this basis, the following MOE may be elim
inated: aggregate individual delay in system, aggregate individual delay in queue, maxi
mum individual travel time, and minimum individual speed in system. This restriction 
also requires that all mean values (e.g., mean travel time) be defined as the mean from 
data per link, rather than the mean of individual vehicles traveling through the complete 
system. 

Greenshields and Platt's indexes require measurement of quantities (steering wheel 
reversals, brake applications, and vehicle direction changes) that are not feasible to 
obtain continuously. However, the occasional use of an instrumented test car to check 
and/or calibrate a roadway surveillance system appears desirable. 

Measurement of acceleration noise and mean velocity gradient is feasible but rela
tively difficult and so is classified as undesirable. 

Ease of Establishing a Reference Optimum 

It is desirable that an MOE possess an easily defined reference optimum that is in
dependent of traffic, geometric, and climatic conditions. An MOE that is always to be 
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minimized or maximized i s more desirable than an MOE whose optimum value changes 
with operating conditions. In addition, MOE with an optimum value probably are not 
basic because their optimum must be defined in terms of other parameters. MOE clas
sified undesirable on the basis of these considerations include Rothrock and Keefers' 
congestion index, greenband width, density, kinetic energy (but not energy ratio), and 
possible system occupancy. MOE having an easily defined reference value (e.g., zero 
or one) and that are to be minimized or maximized are desirable. 

Sensitivity and Validity of Indications 

The relationship between an MOE and traffic conditions should be essentially unique; 
i. e ., widely differing b:affic conditions should not r esult in the same MOE value or trend. 
On this basis, the use of volume (flow) alone as an MOE was eliminated; however, the 
use of volume in conjunction with another parameter (e . g. , speed) may be meaningful. 

The use of either proportion delayed or proportion stopped alone can also be mis
leading. Studies (3) showed that a single-dial fixed-time controller produced the 
smallest proportion stopped , but also the largest system delay. 

This sensitivity /validity criterion also points out the need to consider the worst-case 
microscopic conditions in addition to system-wide totals or averages. For example, if 
mean travel time is used, the travel time on the worst link must be considered to elim
inate unduly large delays. 

To ensure the validity of indications, it appears necessary that the surveillance sys
tem extend beyond the major control area. In this way, the surveillance system would 
take into account the queues that may build up while attempting to enter or leave the 
controlled area. 

Redundancy and/ or Equivalence 

At this stage of MOE evaluation, the candidates remaining for determining system 
effectiveness are delay (total, mean), delay rate, queue length (total, mean), travel 
time (total, mean), mean speed in system, service rate, volume, cycle failure, accel
eration noise, mean velocity gradient, and energy ratio where, as indicated previously, 
certain of these MOE cannot be used alone. Other MOE evaluation criteria such as ease 
of interpretation and ease of conversion to economic terms may be listed; but these are, 
in some sense, implicit in the previous evaluation criteria. 

The next step is to seek relationships between MOE and eliminate the redundant mea
sures. The choice of a particular MOE from a set of correlated MOE involves some 
subjectivity. The choices presented here have been based largely on 2 requirements: 
(a) The MOE chosen should be amenable to use in an on-line optimization procedure; 
and (b) the related MOE should be obtainable from the chosen MU.I!; usmg no additionai 
data and little additional computation. 

Those MOE concerned with the objective of maximizing traffic movement are con
sidered first. Table 2 (3) gives some correlations between MOE as obtained by simula
tion of traffic at a single-intersection. 

Figure 2 shows some general interrelationships. Cycle failure can be determined, 
assuming consistent arrival rates, on the basis of the queue length at the start of green 
and the length of green; consequently, it can be eliminated as redundant with queue 
length. Now consider travel time, but recall that measurements can be made only on 
a link-by-link basis. Travel time is defined as the difference in the time a vehicle exits 
a link and the time it enters. If an ideal (free-flow or free-speed) travel time is de
fined, the difference between effective and ideal travel times is delay . Thus, minimiz
ing travel time also minimizes delay (and delay rate). To accurately estimate the ef
fective travel times of vehicles through a link, queue length information is necessary. 
Therefore, queue length and delay are implicit to travel time. 

Now consider speed. The speed measured at a point is not necessarily representa
tive. A more meaningful quantity is the effective speed through a link and is defined by 



TABLE 2 

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MOE 

MOE, MOEa Correlation Standard Comments 
Coefficient Deviationa 

Mean system Mean stopped 0.998 0.014 Linear; Independent 
delay delay of signal controlb 

Mean system Mean queue 0.996 0.023 Linear; independent 
delay length of signal control 

Mean system Mean delay 0.998 0.018 Linear; independent 
delay in queue of signal control 

Mean system Proportion of 0.960 Not Nonlinear; a func-
delay vehicles computed tion of signal 

stopped control 

Maximum Mean system 0.970 0.540 A function of signal 
individual delay control 
delay 

Maximwn Maximum 0.997 0.170 Linear; independent 
individual stopped of signal control 
delay delay 

Maximum Maximum queue 0.959 0.620 A function of signal 
individual at intersection control 
delay 

Note: Based on microscopic simulation of an individual isolated intersection (3_). 

asquare root of mean square error between data points and curve fit. Larger values indicate large 
random vl!riailons or improper ordl!-r of curve fit. 

b"lndop:endtr'lte" of slgnal comrol ns used here is based on a limited examination of fixed time versus 
queue-dependent control schemes. 
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where Tis the effective travel time defined in the preceding paragraph and K is a con
version constant. Thus, minimizing travel time maximizes speed and the two are 
redundant. 

Based on the interrelationships just discussed, travel time is selected as a basic 
MOE; but it alone does not give the complete picture. The objective of maximum traffic 
movement involves 2 factors: the rapidity of movement, and the amount of traffic being 
moved (or the degree of utilization of the street system). Travel time provides a mea
sure of the rapidity of movement. A measure of the amount of traffic processed is also 

CYCLE FAILURE 

I 
' QUEUE LENGTH 

! 
_.,.,._~~l.--~~~ PROPORTION STOPPED OR DELAYED 

D + D = DELAY = ACTUAL TRAVEL TIME - FREE SPEED TRAVEL TIME stopped accel/decel 

>- DELAY RATE 

' 

DELAY 
TRAVEL TIME 

TRAVEL TIME 1 
.,._ EFFECTIVE SPEED a TRAVEL TIME 

TRAVEL TIME link = texit - tentrance 

Figure 2. Interrelationships between traffic movement MOE. 
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necessary. The commonly used measure is volume; however, volume does not account 
for the distance traveled by vehicles. A more desirable MOE is the service rate (also 
called total travel) defined in the following. 

Consider a system conceptually as a single source and a single sink separated by 
miles of roadway. The population of the source will be emptied into the sink most rap
idly if the service rate (total travel) defined by 

R = vehicle-miles/hour 

is maximized. For a general urban network with many sources and sinks, it can be 
approximated on a link basis using volume and link length; i.e., 

Rlink = (volume) (link length) 

A common flow smoothness MOE is acceleration noise; however, it is difficult to 
measure with roadway instrumentation. It can be shown, based on a fluid-flow analogy, 
that acceleration noise is a measure of lost energy in the system. Another measure of 
lost energy (rather, energy efficiency) is the ratio of effective-to-measured kinetic 
energies. It has the advantage that it can be obtained from the measurements used to 
compute travel time. 

Consider 2 kinetic energies given by 

Eeff = PS~ff, Emeas = pSineas 

where p is the density (vehicles/unit length), Seff is the effective speed computed by 
Seff =distance/travel time , and Smeas is the free -flow s pot speed as measured by sen
sors. The difference between these 2 energies corresponds to an energy loss due to 
acceleration, deceleration, and waiting. Because the density is the same in both cases, 
the energy loss can be minimized by maximizing the energy ratio 

Eeff ( Seff )
2 

TlE = Emeas = Smeas 

If traffic is flowing smoothly with no stops, the efficiency becomes 

TlE ""' 1.0 

If the flow is interrupted by deceleration and stops, Seff and TlE decrease. 
A correlation between acceleration noise and energy ratio would be expected because 

both provide a measure of lost energy; Figure 3, presenting data from an arterial sim
ulation, shows this correlation. Energy ratio was selected over acceleration noise 
(and the related quantity, mean velocity gradient) because it is easier to obtain. Energy 
ratio also reflects the effects of the number and length of stops. Thus, energy ratio 
appears preferable for measuring flow smoothness. 

THE RECOMMENDED MOE 

The set of candidate MOE has been reduced to the following recommended quantities: 

Traffic movement MOE 
Flow smoothness MOE 
System utilization parameter 

Travel time, T 
Energy ratio , TlE 
Service rate, R 

It is felt that these quantities provide a specific decomposition of the general system 
objectives into the basic functions of rapidity of movement, flow smoothness, and street 
utilization. 
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( 
Data from \ 

Arterial Simulation/ 

1.1 

Figure 3. Relationship between flow smoothness MOE (acceleration noise versus effective-to-measured kinetic 
energy ratio). 

When speaking of travel time , we refer to the actual (estimated) time for a vehicle 
to traverse a link (from past the upstream stop line until it passes the downstream stop 
line). The traffic movement MOE, travel time, can be thought of either as an average 
travel time per vehicle or as the total travel time (sum of travel time for all vehicles 
in system). The 2 versions provide complementary information. Total travel time 
will yield the change in performance of a system in terms of total hours so that cost 
factors may be easily applied to convert the performance change to monetary terms. 
Average travel time provides a measure of the benefit (or detriment) a typical individual 
will experience. Both total and average travel times are available from the same data. 

Energy ratio (the ratio of effective-to-measured .kinetic energies) is considered to 
be a meaningful flow smoothness MOE. It is computed using the square of the ratio of 
effective speed (reciprocal of travel time) to free-flow speed (measured). It is easier 
to measure than its correlated counterpart , namely, acceleration noise (requiring so
phisticated instrumentation of individual cars) . 

There are 2 versions of service rate (total travel). Service rate computed as the 
product of output volume (count) and link length provides a meaningful measure of ser
vice that has been provided to vehicles . The product of input volume and link length 
would be a measure of service that must be provided to vehicles. The two will be equiv
alent unless there are major source/sinks within the link. 

Some analyses and numerical results concerning the recommended MOE may be 
found in another report (~. 

It is realized thftt some of the MOE may be unfamiliar to many traffic engineers, 
energy ratio in particular. However, it is emphasized that the recommended MOE 
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inherently contain either the more common parameters or the information necessary to 
compute them. Consequently, if a traffic engineer desires other parameters (e.g., vol
ume or number of stops), these can be displayed in addition to the recommended MOE. 

TRAFFIC PARAMETER REQUIREMENTS 

Computation and/or estimation of the recommended quantities require measurement 
of certain traffic parameters. The necessary parameters depend, to some extent, on 
the type of traffic flow being measured. 

Naturally, current signal status and projected change times are necessary. In ad
dition, it is desirable to know the arrival rates from major sources/sinks (flow at the 
system boundary and from/to major parking facilities) . In addition to having geomet
rical information, other traffic parameters must be measured in order to compute/ 
estimate the system evaluation quantities. The necessary parameters are functions of 
the traffic characteristics; i.e., laminar and turbulent flow require different instru
mentation. 

Idealized laminar flow has traffic free flowing at constant speed; there are no stops, 
queues, lane changing, or parking to interfere with the flow. Under these conditions, 
only speed and count need to be accurately measured. In turbulent flow (the opposite 
of laminar), the computation/ estimation problem is more difficult. Free-flow speed 
and count are still necessary, but the accuracy requirements on speed are not as 
stringent. Instead, information is needed about the timing of events and the net result 
of turbulence (between the upstream speed/count instrumentation and the downstream 
stop line). To satisfy this need, queue (presence) data during the red phase and time
tagging of events are necessary for calibration/rectification purposes. 

If travel time is accurately computed/estimated using this information, the effective 
travel time of a vehicle yields its energy ratio and contribution to service rate. Free
flow spot speed (used to estimate travel time) and effective speed (reciprocal of travel 
time) allow computation of the energy ratio. Knowledge of when a vehicle entered a 
link (time-tag on speed/count) plus effective travel time yields the estimated exit time; 
this exit time indicates when the vehicle has been "serviced" through the length of the 
link. Thus, travel time together with the measurements necessary to compute it' yield 
the other system evaluation parameters. 

The set of required traffic parameters are as follows: 

1. Measurements-free-flow spot speed (and time at which vehicle crosses sensor), 
count (of vehicles entering), queue status (presence indications during red), signal 
state (current status and projected phase changes), and arrival rates (flow from major 
sources/sinks). 

2. Computations/estimations-eiiective travel time (of vehicles through link, in
cluding effects of signal and vehicles ahead), energy ratio, and service rate (total travel 
based on vehicles serviced out of link). 

COMPUTATION AND PRESENTATION OF 
SYSTEM EVALUATION DATA 

The recommended MOE must be computed using data gathered from the urban net
work. Presented here are general definitions and formulas. 

It is necessary to define a basic roadway segment or "link" for which data are avail
able. A link is an instrumented portion of roadway, between 2 signalized intersections, 
on which traffic moves in only one direction. Typical link definitions are shown in Fig
ure 4. Next, the urban traffic network "system" must be defined as a collection of 
interconnected links. Associated with this system of links are the quantities given in 
Table 3. The time-varying quantities are assumed to be available at distinct, equally 
spaced points in time. Using these quantities, the proposed formulas to compute MOE 
and system parameters over a time period of interest are given in Table 4. Only link 
and system quantities are shown; data for intersections and arterials are obtained by 
combining appropriate link information. 

In addition to presenting information for the system as a whole, it will be necessary 
to examine the data for critical points within the system. In this way, critical inter-
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Symbol 

N 
CT ~ }; CJ 

l= l 

Li 

OCi 

Sij = K/T1j 

st 
'i 

TTT 

ff 
R 

ij"E 

TABLE 3 

NOTATION FOR FORMULAS 

Description 

Subscript designating link in system 
Total number of links in system 
Number of vehicles within link i (including moving and queued but 
not parked cars) during period of interesta 

Total number of vehicles in system during period of interest 

Lane-miles of roadway on link i 

Number of vehicles that exit link i (output count) during period of 
interest 

Sub-subscript designating vehicle j on a link during period of 
interest 

Effective travel time for vehicle j through link i including effects 
of signal and v11hicles ahead (estimation converted to travel 
tlme over a s tandard/rc!erence link) 

Effective speed of vehicle j through link i (K is a units conversion 
factor) 

Actual/measured free-flow speed of vehicle j in link i 

Link and System Summaries 

Total effective travel time 

Average effective travel time 

Service rate (total travel based on output count) 

Average energy ratio (ratio of effective-to-measured kinetic 
energies) 

8The "period of interest" may, for example, be a data·smoothing period of about one signal light 
cycle. 

sections and major arterials are recognized as such and monitored accordingly. The 
MOE should be presented in real time, and also stored for later use in off-line analyses. 

The MOE recommended must be presented in such a manner that system evaluation 
is facilitated. Generally, there are 2 ways of presenting system evaluation data, 
namely, parameters versus time, and one parameter versus another. The second type 
of plot makes ti nie a hidden variable to illustrate the functional relationship between 
parameters; it has the advantage of presenting directly the "operating characteristics" 
of the system. 

One interesting application of the second method is the cross-plotting of MOE for 
control evaluation. By plotting an MOE that indicates traffic quality versus a parameter 
that indicates system utilization, the operating characteristic of the system as a function 

Summaries 

Link 

TABLE 4 

MOE AND SYSTEM PARAMETER FORMULAS 

Formulas 

Ci 

TTTi = L Ti 
j =l l 

'i"f.· _ TTTi 
' - Ci 

- 1 
TIE. = C, 

1 1 

Ci ('.'.l)' :I: S* 
J =l lj 

Ri = OCi x Li 

Swnmaries 

System 

Formulas 

N 
TTT = L TTTi 

i=l 
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of utilization is obtained. (For example, travel time and energy ratio are functions of 
the effectiveness of control and can have va rious values for the same value of service 
rate.) If maximizing the quality-dependent MOE is our criterion, then examination of 
the operating characteristics allows selection of the better control method (or selection 
of regions where one control method is better than another). Figure 5 shows this op
erating characteristic concept. 

The operating characteristic concept simplifies the problem of presenting the data. 
Because service rate is indicative of the amount of traffic being served in the system, 
a logical choice is to plot travel time and energy ratio as functions of service rate; that 
is, travel time (TT and/or TTT) versus service rate (R), and ener gy ratio (TiE) versus 
service rate (R) . 

In order to present all 3 MOE on a single plot , a linear combination of travel time 
and energy ratio can be formed, for example, 

J = O! x TT - /3 x 77E 

where O! and f3 are weighting factors at the disposal of the traffic engineer. The quantity 
J would be plotted as a function of service rate and, as with the individual MOE, moni
tored both on the system-wide and worst-element basis . 

REAL-T™E CONTROL 

The parameter J can also be used for on-line optimization and control because one 
purpose of real-time surveillance is to provide a "payoff function" (a quantity to be ex
tremized). However, the requirements for the payoff function are slightly different for 
control purposes than for evaluation. In evaluation, it is necessary to have measures 

y 
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(assuming control compatibility at breakpoint) 

x 

Control 
Method 
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Control 
Method 

112 

(
indicator of system) 
utilization 

Figure 5. Selection of better control methods through UTCS operating characteristics. 
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of both how well the traffic is moving (travel time and energy ratio) and how much traffic 
is being moved (service rate). In on-line optimization, the amount of traffic in the sys
tem can be taken as an "input" so that it is necessary only to optimize the movement of 
traffic. Consequently, service rate need not be included in the payoff function, and the 
quantity J can serve as the basic optimization variable. 

The function J for the complete network should be minimized subject to the constraint 
that the maximum value of Ji for any individual link (intersection) does not exceed a 
specified value. These statements are expressed mathematically as follows: 
Find 

minimum J = o: x TT - {J x 1fE 

subject to 

where 

Ji = O!j_ x TT - IJj_ X 'ij'Ei, and 
N = number of links (intersections). 

Numerous variations of this basic payoff function are possible through choices of o: and 
fJ. For example, o: can be made proportional to service rate and fJ inversely propor
tional. Thus, emphasis would be placed on minimizing travel time in heavy traffic and 
on maximizing flow smoothness during light traffic. In heavy congestion, it can be 
shown that J is directly proportional to delay. 

The exact form of the payoff function should be chosen in conjunction with the op
timization technique employed so as to obtain the most convenient mathematical formu
lation of the optimization problem. 

CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of the preceding discussions and evaluations, several recommendations 
for UTCS evaluation and control are in order. These are as follows: 

1. System objectives-maximization of service and optimization of quality of ser
vice. 

2. Measures of effectiveness-traffic movement MOE; travel time, both average 
per vehicle and total; flow smoothness MOE: energy ratio, ratio of effective to mea
sured kinetic energies; system utilization parameter: service rate (total travel), prod
uct of output volume (count) and link length; and other parameters as desired by the 
.f...,.,."'f.fin ,,......,._..;..., ,.. ...,_ 
.,..A. -.....1..1." '-'.L.1.£;.&.ol.&Clll:i .L • 

3. Monitoring levels-data gathering on link (block-by-block) basis for real-time 
evaluation/control and off-line analysis; summaries on both system-wide and worst
element basis; and surveillance area extending beyond control area. 

4. Required traffic parameters-free-flow spot speed (and time-tag), count, queue 
status, signal state, and arrival rates (major sources/sinks). 

5. Operating characteristics for system evaluation-travel time (TT and/or TTT) 
versus service rate (R), energy ratio (tjE) versus R, and J = o: x TT - fJ x fiE versus 
R. 

6. Real-time payoff function-minimize J = o: x TT - {J x °ffE subject to (o:i x TTi -
/Ji X ifEi) s: (Ji)max· 
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